
Oil

International oil prices rose for a second straight day Tuesday, and during the two first sessions of this week, the Brent front month 
contract has won back a large part of the losses from the last couple of weeks. The volatility centers around the global economy, where 
the concerns about global recession are currently overshadowed by hopes of improving demand in China. The market opens with 
sideways trading early Wednesday.

Gas
Across the curve, European gas prices fell in Tuesday’s trading, with both day-ahead and future contracts retreating due to prospects 
of milder weather. The TTF front month contract is close to the lowest level since 2021, as the mild forecasts as well as the well-filled 
storages across the continent continue to weigh on the market. We expect a neutral development today.

Coal
The expected weather change, where the ongoing cold-spell in Western and Central Europe will be replaced by much milder and windier 
conditions, also affected the European coal market yesterday. The API 2 2024 contract fell around 7 % to 142 USD/t, as high stock levels 
and limited demand are the main topics on the market at the moment.

Carbon

After rallying sharply towards all-time highs during last week, we have seen a sudden retreat on the European carbon market this week. 
The benchmark EUA Dec-23 contract has fallen around 8 % since early Monday amid profit-taking from speculative investors following 
the big price jump during the previous days. This is a familiar pattern which we have seen earlier on this market as well, as speculative 
investors drive prices high before selling off. Volatility could very well remain high today. 

Hydro
Temperatures in the Nordic area are expected to rise sharply during the coming days, with an expected level during the forthcoming 10 
days of around 5 degrees above normal. Meanwhile, precipitation and wind power generation is expected above average as well, and 
the outlook remains bearish for the Nordic power market Wednesday.

Germany

Yesterday, German power prices fell along with the related markets, as the expectations of a return to above-average temperatures 
and wind output later this week is the main point of interest. The country’s 2024 contract fell to 166 EUR/MWh yesterday and has now 
declined by 10 % since the beginning of the month. We expect a calmer session today as the fuel and carbon markets also appear to 
stabilize following the recent losses.

Equities
Tuesday, the bullish sentiment on the international stock markets continued, with the Stoxx600 Index in Europe climbing modestly early 
in the day, before the US markets were stronger later in the session due to hopes of an end to the interest rate hikes. As a result of the 
strong close in the US, the European markets could very well edge up further today as well.

Conclusion

Whereas the short end of the Nordic power market avoided further losses yesterday, prices on the long end of the curve continued 
to fall. The Q2-23 contract closed at 66,75 EUR/MWh, while the 2024 contract fell to 64,50 EUR/MWh, the lowest level since June last 
year. The forecasts suggest mild conditions in the Nordic area as long as the eye goes, which is of course driving down prices. Today, we 
expect the market to stabilize and we expect a neutral or slightly bearish session.
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06-feb 172,66 172,66 138,22 160,09 136,67 146,46 104,81 March 115,45 115,45 80,20 98,73 84,60 112,20 82,70
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